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Abstract 

Tuberculosis remains a serious public health problem even though it is a preventable 

and treatable disease. World Health Organization estimates that 1.5 million people die from 

tuberculosis year after year and roughly one quarter of the world’s population is believed to be 

infected.  

Latvia is one of Europe’s high-priority countries for tuberculosis control and has one of 

the highest rates of multi-drug resistant tuberculosis in the world, despite having a well-

established control programme. Prevention, early detection and quick and effective response to 

outbreaks are essential elements to control the spread of tuberculosis.  

Over a period of ten years, seven samples were collected from a family of five people 

from Latvia. We performed genomic analysis of the seven isolates in order to unravel the chain 

of transmission, investigate the origin of two recurrent cases and reveal the possible existence 

of drug resistance. 

We prepared genomic libraries and we sequenced the isolates using the Ion Proton 

platform. To analyze the genomic sequences, we caried out bioinformatic analysis using a 

pipeline for genome-wide variant detection, that included alignment of the reads against the 

reference H37Rv genome, local indel realignment, variant calling and structural variant 

detection.  

Overall, 6 structural variants were found, and we detected 1029 high-quality SNPs, from 

which 9 were phylogenetically informative and 17 differentiated the isolates.  

Based on in silico Spoligotyping the isolates belonged to the T1 sub-family and when 

using phylogenetic specific SNPs, the studied strains were determined to be part of the Haarlem 

sub-lineage. No robust polymorphisms in genes associated with drug resistance were found, 

therefore the isolates were classified susceptible to all anti-tuberculosis drugs. Two patients had 

recurrent cases that we defined as re-infections. We generated hypotheses in order to establish 

the routes of transmission, supported by the defined cut-offs in the number of SNPs and the 

data from the maximum likelihood phylogenetic trees.  

Although we used a high-resolution method, the WGS data was not enough to determine 

the direction of transmission within the cluster unambiguously. The molecular epidemiology 

data needed to be combined with classical epidemiology and clinical information to effectively 

investigate this household transmission cluster. 

 

 

Keywords: Tuberculosis; Latvia; Mycobacterium tuberculosis; Whole-genome sequencing 

https://www.powerthesaurus.org/unambiguous/synonyms
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Resumo 

A tuberculose continua a ser um grave problema de saúde pública, apesar de ser uma 

doença evitável e tratável. A Organização Mundial de Saúde estima que 1,5 milhões de pessoas 

morrem de tuberculose ano após ano e acredita-se que cerca de um quarto da população mundial 

esteja infectada.  

A Letónia é um dos países europeus de alta prioridade no controlo da tuberculose e tem 

uma das taxas mais altas de tuberculose multirresistente do mundo, apesar de ter um programa 

de controlo bem estabelecido. Prevenção, detecção precoce e resposta rápida e eficaz aos surtos 

são elementos essenciais para controlar a propagação da tuberculose.  

Durante um período de dez anos, foram colhidas sete amostras de uma família de cinco 

pessoas da Letónia. Realizámos análises genómicas dos sete isolados com o intuito de 

desvendar a cadeia de transmissão, investigar a origem de dois casos recorrentes e revelar a 

possível existência de resistência aos medicamentos. 

Preparámos bibliotecas genómicas e sequenciámos os isolados com o Ion Proton. Para 

analisar as sequências genómicas, efectuámos uma análise bioinformática para a detecção de 

variantes em todo o genoma, que incluiu o alinhamento das reads contra o genoma de referência 

H37Rv, o local indel realignment, variant calling e a detecção de variantes estruturais.  

No total, foram encontrados 6 variantes estruturais, e detectámos 1029 SNPs de alta 

qualidade, dos quais 9 eram filogeneticamente informativos e 17 diferenciavam os isolados. 

Com base Spoligotyping in silico, os isolados pertenciam à sub-família T1. Ao comparar os 

nossos dados com os da lista de SNPs filogeneticamente específicos, as estirpes estudadas 

faziam parte da sub-linhagem Haarlem. Não foram encontrados polimorfismos robustos nos 

genes associados à resistência aos medicamentos, pelo que os isolados foram classificados 

como susceptíveis a todas os medicamentos anti-tuberculose. Dois doentes tiveram casos 

recorrentes que definimos como reinfecções. Gerámos hipóteses para estabelecer a cadeia de 

transmissão, apoiadas pelos limites definidos no número de SNPs e pelos dados das árvores 

filogenéticas de máxima verossimilhança.  

Embora tenhamos utilizado um método de alta resolução, os dados do WGS não foram 

suficientes para determinar sem ambiguidade a direcção da transmissão do surto. Os dados da 

epidemiologia molecular precisavam da epidemiologia clássica e da informação clínica para 

investigar eficazmente este surto. 

 

 

Palavras-chave: Tuberculose; Letónia; Mycobacterium tuberculosis; Whole-genome 

sequencing 
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Abbreviations 

Bp – Base pair 

DNA - Deoxyribonucleic acid  

GC – Guanine-cytosine  

MDR-TB – Multidrug-resistant tuberculosis  

MTBC - Mycobacterium tuberculosis complex  

NGS – Next-generation sequencing 

nsSNP - Non-synonymous single nucleotide polymorphism 

PCR - Polymerase Chain Reaction  

SIT - Spoligo International Type  

SNP – Single nucleotide polymorphism  

sSNP - Synonymous single nucleotide polymorphism 

SV – Structural variant 

TB – Tuberculosis 

VAF – Variant Allele Frequency  

WGS - Whole-genome sequencing  

WHO – World Health Organization  

XDR-TB - Extensively drug-resistant tuberculosis 
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1 Introduction  

 

 Epidemiology and pathogenesis of Tuberculosis 

Tuberculosis (TB) is a chronic and progressive disease deemed one of the world's most 

serious public health problems, which since 1993 has been declared an international emergency 

by the World Health Organization (WHO) (1). 

TB is categorized one of the top 10 causes of death and topped HIV/AIDS as the main 

cause from a unique infectious agent. WHO’s alarming estimations of 2019 showed that 

worldwide 1.4 million people died from TB, and 10 million became ill, of which 1.2 million 

were children (2). 

TB is present in all countries and age groups and it is strongly influenced by emerging 

and low-income economies.  

TB is an airborne disease, that is, when people with active TB cough, sneeze or spit, they 

release droplets with the bacteria into the atmosphere, possibly spreading the disease to 

whomever is near them (3). 

The transmission is promoted by highly dense populations and crowded indoor settings 

that maximize the aerosol transmission of the pathogen. Consequently, TB is portrayed as a 

major threat to public health, since a single person with active TB is estimated to infect between 

5 and 15 other people within a year. (1). The most potentially affected individuals are those 

who spend more time, day in and day out, with the TB patient, addressed as close contacts, 

these are the family members, friends, coworkers, or schoolmates (4). 

In 1882, Dr. Robert Koch discovered that TB was caused by a bacterium and named it 

tuberculosis bacillus or Koch's bacillus. The causative agent of TB survives within the 

macrophages of the host and develops more easily in the lung tissue causing a disease called 

Pulmonary Tuberculosis (PTB) (5), nevertheless the bacteria is also able to move through the 

blood and infect any part of the body inducing Extra-pulmonary Tuberculosis or disseminated 

disease (6). 

Not every person infected with the bacteria develops the disease. Several people develop 

the illness rapidly, over a period of four to twelve weeks, because their immune system is not 

able to combat the pathogen. On the contrary, others will just develop it years later, when, for 

some reason, they become immunocompromised (7). As a result, there are two TB clinical 

outcomes: the latent TB infection (LTBI), particularly asymptomatic and non-transmissible 

and, in opposition, the highly transmissible progressive active TB disease (8). 90 to 95% of the 

recently infected develop LTBI and can eventually later develop the active disease, whereas the 

remaining 5 to 10% immediately develop the active TB disease (9). 

Host factors, such as immune suppression, smoking, poor nutrition, diabetes, and 

respiratory comorbidities play an important role by increasing the risk of transitioning from 

latent to active TB (10). 
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A person with LTBI exhibits no symptoms, is not infectious and cannot transmit the TB 

bacteria to others. The approaches to discover if a person is indeed infected with TB are a 

positive result in the TB skin test reaction or with the Interferon-Gamma Release Assays. 

Without treatment, individuals with latent TB have a 5 to 15% risk of developing active TB 

disease then it can eventually be fatal (2). 

When developing active PTB, patients experience symptoms in the form of unpleasantly 

bad cough that lasts 3 weeks or longer, with sputum and blood, chest pains, weakness, weight 

loss, high fever, and night sweats. The symptoms can also be mild for many months which can 

lead to patients dragging out the time for soliciting health care and resulting in higher 

transmission events. TB may also be exhibited with extrapulmonary manifestations including 

lymphadenitis, kidney, bone or joint involvement, meningitis or disseminated disease (11). 

 

 Tuberculosis in Latvia 

The present study aims to unravel the transmission network of a household TB cluster 

from Latvia. 

Latvia is a country situated in the Baltic region of Northern Europe and has an estimated 

population of 1.92 million people (12). 

TB is one of the main infectious diseases in Latvia. The country is labeled one of the 18 

high-priority countries for TB control in the WHO European Region and has consistently been 

ranked among the countries with the highest rates of multidrug-resistant TB (MDR-TB) in the 

world (13). 

In 1991, the collapse of the former Soviet Union transformed the county of Latvia in a 

newly independent nation. Unfavorably, that drove to the disintegration of the centralized 

public-health system, meaning that the territory had no appropriate access to health care (14). 

During that period, Latvia experienced socioeconomic changes, an economic crisis, increasing 

poverty, unemployment, homelessness, rising of substance abuse and alcoholism, all of which 

led to a major negative effect on the TB national control.  Taking all this into account, the tragic 

outcome was a rapid increase in TB morbidity and mortality (15), concomitantly with the rise 

of drug resistant and MDR-TB strains (16). 

TB is a condition strongly impacted by the social stratum, showing a direct relationship 

with poverty. (17) In Latvia, the amount of people belonging to high-risk social groups is 

expanding and the accessibility to TB medical treatment and assistance in remote areas is 

insufficient. The high-risk group for TB consists of people living with HIV, prisoners, 

homeless, alcohol abusers, drug abusers, close contacts of TB patients, unemployed individuals, 

and smokers. Another major concerning group for TB is the children. The rate of childhood TB 

is relatively high in Latvia and incidence rates indicate continuous transmission (18). Poor 

socio-economic conditions like those mentioned above may predispose to TB transmission 

(19).  

The detection and prevention of the TB spread, especially MDR-TB, is extremely 

important. The success for TB control is based on rapid and accurate diagnostics, effective 
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therapy and detection of recent transmission chains and outbreaks. Precise knowledge of the 

epidemiological situation in Latvia is crucial for the optimization of the local TB control. 

Nowadays, Latvia has a well-established TB and MDR-TB control programme and there has 

been substantially reduction in notification case rates since 2001 (20). 

 

 Population Structure and Genetic Diversity of the MTBC 

TB is caused by a group of mycobacteria known as the Mycobacterium tuberculosis 

complex (MTBC). MTBC include M. tuberculosis, Mycobacterium africanum, Mycobacterium 

canetti, Mycobacterium orygis, Mycobacterium bovis and the Bacillus Calmette–Guérin strain, 

Mycobacterium microti, Mycobacterium caprae, Mycobacterium pinnipedii, Mycobacterium 

suricattae and Mycobacterium mungi, they are assumed to have all derived from the same 

common ancestor and are closely related at the DNA level (21). Surprisingly, this genetically 

monomorphic group, shows variations in virulence and immunogenicity, has adapted to 

different host species, and exhibits distinct phenotypes, ultimately causing variable outcomes 

of TB. These differences may be due to bacterial factors and strain-specific variations, in 

addition to host or environmental conditions (22) (23). 

M. tuberculosis and M. africanum are considered the predominant etiological agents of 

human TB and are the most widespread in the world, thereby they have been subdivided into 

lineages and families, based on various strain genotyping techniques (24). Recent inferences, 

revealed that the human‐adapted lineages of MTBC comprehend eight major phylogenetic 

lineages namely Indo-Oceanic (Lineage 1), East-Asian (Lineage 2), East Africa-Indian 

(Lineage 3), Euro-American (Lineage 4), M. africanum West Africa 1 (Lineage 5), M. 

africanum West Africa 2 (Lineage 6), Ethiopia (Lineage 7) (25) and the more recently 

discovered Lineage 8 (26). 

The lineage is known to influence the M. tuberculosis strain’s pathogenesis (27), their 

ability to transmit, to rapidly progress to active disease and to be associated with major 

outbreaks (28). 

 

 Molecular genotyping 

The best-characterized strain of M. tuberculosis, H37Rv, has approximately 4.5 million 

bp, is estimated to have roughly 4000 potential genes, has a guanine/cytosine average content 

of 65% and is rich in repetitive DNA (29). H37Rv is used as a reference strain in TB phylogeny, 

molecular epidemiology, and drug-resistance mutations researches.  

Understanding the predominant MTBC lineages, strain diversity and clustering rates is 

necessary to monitor the spread of TB in a given geographic region. 

In molecular epidemiological studies, genotyping is used along with classical 

epidemiological methods, such as contact tracing investigations, to guide clinical studies, 

outbreak investigations, define transmission dynamics, to differentiate between relapse and re-

infection cases, to support global epidemiological surveillances, for phylogenetic and 

evolutionary studies and for strain classification (30). 
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Genotyping methods are based on the direct analysis of the polymorphisms in the M. 

tuberculosis genome, these are polymorphisms in repetitive sequences, single nucleotide 

polymorphisms and long sequence polymorphisms.  

Traditional typing techniques include IS6110-RFLP (31), spoligotyping (32) and 

mycobacterial interspersed repetitive units-variable number tandem repeats (MIRU-VNTR) 

(33). These methods have advantages and disadvantages and they differ in sensitivity, 

resolution, discriminatory power and reproducibility.  

 

1.4.1 Spoligotyping 

Spoligotyping or spacer oligonucleotide typing is a PCR-based genotyping approach 

that relies on the amplification of the Direct Repeat (DR) region of the MTBC. The DR loci 

consist of 36 bp copies separated by spacers, which are 34 to 41 different bp non-repeating 

sequences (34) The DR and the spacers together are called direct variable repeats (DVRs). The 

presence and order of the hybridization patterns, is translatable into a 15-digit numerical code, 

the so-called spoligotype (35). The resulting spoligotype pattern is specific of a given 

evolutionary lineage of strains and can be used for epidemiological tracking because strains 

belonging to the same outbreak have identical hybridization patterns (36). 

Spoligotyping is used for epidemiological purposes and to classify strains into known 

families, but it is limited in phylogenetics because this marker changes rapidly with a tendency 

to converge, that is, equal or similar patterns can coincidentally emerge in strains that are not 

related phylogenetically (37). 

 

1.4.2 Next-generation sequencing (NGS) 

With the introduction of Next-generation sequencing (NGS), unprecedented and 

expeditious ways for genome-wide characterization have emerged. NGS, also called high-

throughput sequencing, generates thousands of millions of reads of varying length, which can 

then be reassembled into longer or whole genome sequences using bioinformatics (38). NGS 

methods include single molecule-real time (SMRT) (Pacific Biosciences, US), nanopore 

sequencing (Oxford Nanopore Technologies, UK), sequencing by synthesis (Illumina Inc., US) 

and Ion Torrent semi-conductor sequencing (ThermoFisher Scientific, US) (39). 

The Ion Torrent system (Thermo Fisher Scientific, US) is a second-generation 

sequencing platform that sequences by synthesis. Sequence templates are generated on a bead 

or sphere via emulsion PCR resulting in oil-water emulsion spheres  Each sphere contains one 

library molecule and the final result is the amplification of individual fragments to millions of 

identical copies (40). Basically, the DNA to be sequenced is apprehended in a microwell, and, 

one by one, nucleotides are released into the well. As the polymerase incorporates the correct 

nucleotide into the increscent complementary strand, occurs the release of a proton, 

consequently changing the pH of the solution. An ion sensor at the base of the well detects the 

https://www.sciencedirect.com/topics/immunology-and-microbiology/bioinformatics
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pH change and converts the chemical signal into a digital one allowing the identification of the 

base at that position. This allows sequencing in real time (41). 

 

1.4.2.1 Whole genome sequencing (WGS) 

Whole genome sequencing (WGS) is a NGS application that determines the entire DNA 

sequence all at once. WGS rely on a combination of genomic DNA extraction, library 

preparation, template preparation and automated sequencing to determine the sequential 

arrangement of a DNA sequence (42). Essentially, the genome is cut into smaller fragments and 

sequenced in parallel to produce a large number of overlapping sequences, the reads. The 

information obtained is used to identify, compare, and classify the pathogenic organism, study 

genomes and the encoded proteins and identify changes in genes. As WGS unravels all the 

variation present in the strain, providing a high-resolution, accurate, and reproducible pathway 

to analyze evolutionary relations and mechanisms, transmission events, associate mutations to 

phenotypes, and determine antimicrobial resistance (9) (43) . 

WGS provides higher resolution when compared to MIRU-VNTR, IS6110-RFLP, and 

Spoligotyping (44) (45) (46). WGS enables a more precise delineation of the genetic differences 

between strains by examining more than 90% of the genome, compared to less than 1% with 

traditional genotyping. (47). 

 

1.4.2.2 Single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) 

Single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) are the most abundant form of genetic 

variations. SNPs can be classified as synonymous or non-synonymous, when occurring in gene 

coding regions, or intergenic.  

Non-synonymous SNPs (nsSNPs) occur on the first or second codon positions, 

ultimately changing the encoded amino acid, so the resultant protein is shortened and may 

function improperly or not at all. nsSNPs are the principal contributors for functional mutations 

and are likely to have a strong effect either beneficial or deleterious (48) nsSNPs constitute 

approximately two thirds of the genetic variability observed in M. tuberculosis and there is 

evidence that they influence important characteristics such as transmissibility, virulence, drug 

resistance and immune response (49). 

Synonymous SNPs (sSNPs) are variants that usually arise on the third position of the 

codon, and due to the redundancy of the genetic code, any change in the third position of the 

codon, will result in the same amino acid being incorporated in the protein sequence at that 

position. sSNPs provide the basis to study genetic drift and evolutionary relationships among 

mycobacterial strains (50).  

Intergenic and sSNPs were often referred to as evolutionary neutral because their 

supposed effect on phenotype was considered relatively low, however they can affect regulatory 

regions, as some sSNPs do have indeed important phenotypic repercussions and intergenic 

SNPs can change the level of gene expression (51). 
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Despite having low discriminatory power, which limits their use, SNPs are considered 

the most trustworthy markers for lineage classification thanks to their low levels of homoplasy 

(52). 

WGS is an efficient way to produce data for SNP discovery. SNP-typing informs about 

phylogenetic grouping, drug resistance and virulence of a strain (53). 
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2 Material and Methods  

During a ten-year period (2006-2016), 7 M. tuberculosis clinical isolates were collected 

from a family of 5 people living in Latvia. The patients were all male and lived in the same 

house. ValP was the father of VilP, MP, OP and KP (Table 1) 

 

Table 1 - Patients and clinical isolates 

 

Throughout the all procedure, the M. tuberculosis genomic DNA samples were always 

treated as potentially pathogenic, as it was strongly recommended to use suitable aseptic 

techniques and wear proper personal protective equipment to maintain admissible work and 

safety standards and limit exposure to the bacterial agent.  

The samples were cultured using Lowenstein-Jensen media for DNA isolation. The 

genomic DNA was extracted using the CTAB method (54). 

Qubit dsDNA BR Assay Kit was used to assess the initial concentration of gDNA and 

afterwards the samples were incubated with RNAse A, to remove RNA contaminants. Genomic 

DNA was physically fragmented with the Covaris S220 Sonicator and to confirm the size 

distribution of DNA fragments after shearing, the Qubit dsDNA BR Assay Kit was put to use, 

prepare as the manufacture recommended (55). 

The quantification of the genomic DNA was done with Qubit dsDNA BR Assay Kit and 

Qubit dsDNA HS Assay Kit because it was crucial for the genomic library preparation step to 

know the precise concentration of the genomic DNA in each sample, as it needed to meet a 

minimal concentration requirement as defined by the sequence platform. The purer the DNA of 

the samples was, better would be the quality of the sequence data obtained. Furthermore, the 

selection of the library preparation method was highly important due to the M. tuberculosis 

nature and affected directly the subsequent procedures in the pipeline (42). 

Isolate ID Patient ID Sex Country Date of sample collection 

6 VilP Male Latvia 09/04/2010 

7 MP Male Latvia 09/04/2010 

8 OP Male Latvia 09/10/2012 

9 ValP Male Latvia 2006 

10 VilP Male Latvia 20/01/2016 

11 KP Male Latvia 10/08/2009 

12 KP Male Latvia 23/11/2011 
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To ensure that the fragmentated gDNA was within a specific size range, the samples 

went through the DNA double size selection protocol of NucleoMag® NGS Clean-up and Size 

select. DNA clean-up and single size selection protocol of NucleoMag® NGS Clean-up and 

Size select (56) was useful to guarantee that contaminants and shorter DNA fragments were 

removed. Ultimately, the quantity input DNA of each sample was established using Qubit 

dsDNA HS Assay Kit (57). 

Single-end fragment libraries were prepared using the Ion Xpress™ Plus gDNA 

Fragment Library Preparation (Thermo Fisher Scientific, US) (58). Firstly, the steps of End 

Repair and purification were done in order to blunt uneven ends of the genomic DNA. 

Subsequently, Adapters ligation (Ion Xpress™ Barcode Adapters 1-96 Kit), nick-repair and 

purification of the ligated DNA was executed to distinguish each sample, as a unique adaptor 

was assigned for each specimen, as well as to facilitate the attachment of the fragments to the 

solid surface of the sequencer. Lastly, Library PCR Amplification was carried out to supply 

sufficient amount of copies of each template to enable the sequencer to detect them.  

After library preparation the samples underwent quality control procedures. This step 

consisted in measuring the final genomic DNA concentrations with Qubit dsDNA HS Assay 

Kit and afterwards examining the quantity and fragment size with Agilent High Sensitivity 

DNA Kit Guide (59).  

We sequenced the 7 isolates using the Ion Proton platform. (Thermo Fisher Scientific, 

US). The libraries were sequenced from one end only, creating single-end reads, of a max length 

of 400 bp. The raw sequence reads were generated in fastq format, a text-based file of every 

nucleotide base sequenced with a corresponding base quality score. 

Library preparation and sequencing reactions were performed according to the 

instructions provided by the Ion Torrent system (Thermo Fisher Scientific, US) manufacturers. 

The equipment and reagents employed were platform specific. 

Bioinformatic analysis of raw sequence reads was carried out initially using an in-house 

pipeline for genome-wide variant calling. 

FastQC (60) was applied directly on the raw sequence data, to check the run metrics 

summary from the sequencer. Trimmomatic (61) was used to remove low quality (below quality 

3) bases from the start and the end of the reads, drop reads below the 36 bases long and to scan 

the reads with a 4-base wide sliding window, cutting when the average quality per base dropped 

below 20. FastQC was run once more to compare the quality control stats before and after 

Trimmomatic. 

Subsequently, the sequencing data was aligned against the reference M. tuberculosis 

H37Rv complete genome (GenBank Accession NC_000962.3) using BWA-MEM. The output 

files were in Sam format. Afterwards, the Sam files were converted into the Bam binary version 

using SamFormatConverter. Depth of coverage was assessed using Qualimap (62) and genome 

coverage was known using The R Project for Statistical Computing manually to evaluate the 

number of positions of the reference genome which had coverage greater than zero. 

The BAM files needed to be necessarily sorted because the alignment files produced 

were in arbitrary order comparatively to their position in the reference genome and they are 
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required to occur in positionally based order of their alignment coordinates on each 

chromosome. The Picardtools Sort bam coordinate program was employed to do such task. The 

duplicates were marked as true with MarkDuplicates. Read groups were added in order to 

associate each sequence data file to its respective sample. Picardtools Sort bam coordinate was 

employed another time to guarantee the proper order of the sequences in every file. 

BuildBamIndex was performed to index the bam files.  

With the intent to enhance preciseness of the following processing steps, Local Indel 

Realigner was executed to local realign around the indels. This was a two-stage methodology, 

were primarily the GATK Realigner Target Creator detected which regions in particular needed 

to be realigned and then generated the Target Intervals files. Afterwards, the literal realignment 

was accomplished by GATK Indel Realigner, that employed the Target Intervals and the Bam 

files as inputs. The conceived Bam file was indexed with BuildBamIndex. Variants were called 

using GATK UnifiedGenotyper, with ploidy 1, originating outputs in Variant Call Format 

(VCF) format. We made use of Samtools flagstat for the purpose of perceiving the statistical 

data of the samples, with the intention of certify once more the quality level. Further, we 

resorted to Samtools rmdp to remove duplicates. Samtools index was utilized to index the Bam 

files.  

Variant functional annotation was performed with SnpEff (63). By means of bcftools 

view the VCF files were filtered to achieve quality score equal to 20 Phred and DP (high-quality 

read depth) more or over 10, in other words, intending for 10 reads to validate each variant. 

Afterwards we used Delly to call the structural variants. Variant allele frequency was calculated 

as RV/(RR+RV) for precise variants and only SVs longer than 50bp and with VAF near 50% 

or higher were kept. 

Multiple comparisons between the SNPs from the different isolates were performed 

using an in-house script written in R. The VCF files were analyzed and all positions were check 

in order to distinguish which genomic positions showed variations. SNP sites having an excess 

of 10% missing calls were removed from the analysis. Positions corresponding to PE/PPE genes 

and with Kmer lower than 49 were excluded  (64). All the alleles of variant positions of the 

dataset were concatenated into a pseudo-DNA molecule in fasta format. 

SpoTyping (35) was used to predict from the sequence reads the octal code of the 

spoligotype of the isolates. The SIT numbers and genetic families were then assigned using the 

SITVIT2 database (65). 

Using an in-house script written in The R Project for Statistical Computing, the 

definition of M. tuberculosis lineages based in SNP-typing method was performed according 

to the 62 SNPs barcode proposed by Coll et al. 2014 (25). 

The maximum-likelihood phylogenies were produced with the alignment of the 

concatenated SNPs as input. With PHYLOViZ Online we built a maximum-likelihood 

phylogenetic tree of the entire dataset using the pairwise comparison approach. Then, with the 

aid of jModelTest we gained knowledge about the sample’s Nucleotide Substitution Model. 

Using the obtained information, further maximum-likelihood phylogenetic trees were 

constructed using Seaview (66), implementing PhyML, the Generalised Time Reversible 
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(GTR) model and using the Bootstrap with 1000 replicates as a branch support metric. Tree 

visualization and annotation was performed using the Interactive Tree of Life tool (67). We 

used a 5 and 12 SNPs cut-off to delineate the genomic cluster. 
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3 Results and discussion  

Over a period of 10 years, 7 samples were collected from a family of 5 people who lived 

in Latvia. We carried out WGS of the 7 isolates and implemented bioinformatic analysis to 

examine and identify variants, SNPs and indels.  

Considering that NGS is an elaborated method of producing large amounts of data, quality 

control techniques are exceedingly more intricate than customary laboratory procedures. These 

procedures are necessary to generate accurate variant calls from sequencing data.  

So initially, the potential contamination and the sequencing quality were examined. We 

analyzed and compared the quality scores and length distribution of the raw data and the output 

files after using Trimmomatic. The general statistics of the raw sequence reads (Table 2) showed 

an average sequence length of 200 bp per isolate and nearly 5.5 million sequences per sample. 

Approximately 42.4% of the reads were duplicate reads 

As shown in Figure 1, the Phred quality scores ranged from 27 to 5 across all positions, 

because as would be expected, the average quality scores decreased practically at end of the run 

progress due to intrinsic characteristics of the sequencing platform (68). Figure 2 illustrates that 

the mean quality score of each read varied between 15 and 30.  

Nevertheless, the greater amount of reads had quality scores higher than 20, which is verry 

good considering that a Phred score of 20 corresponds to only a 1% error rate in base calling 

(69) 

 

Table 2 - General statistics – Raw data (Sourse: FastQC) 

Isolate ID 
Duplicate Reads 

(%) 

GC 

(%) 

Average Sequence Length 

(bp) 

Total 

Seqs 

6 41.5 63 199 5189222 

7 39.8 63 200 3574671 

8 33.2 63 200 1801290 

9 36.3 63 201 2146841 

10 44.0 63 198 6393380 

11 44.7 63 203 7297929 

12 57.2 62 199 12511066 
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 The reads had an average of 63% of GC content (Figure 3), that is accepted as a normal 

percentage respecting that M. tuberculosis is a high GC-content organism. The sequence length 

distribution ranged between 25 and 376 bp (Figure 4).  

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2 - Per sequence quality scores. Shows the number of reads with average 

quality scores and reveals if a subset of reads has poor quality. – Raw data (Sourse: 

FastQC) 

Figura 1 - Sequence quality histogram. Displays the mean quality value across each 

base position in the read – Raw data (Sourse: FastQC) 
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NGS, allows the rapid generation of a large volume of DNA fragments, nevertheless 

not all reads produced are of high quality, and even reads whose average qualities are high may 

have bases with low quality. Therefore, Trimmomatic was used to filter the low-quality reads 

and to trim poor-quality bases from the dataset to reduce the false positive rate due to 

sequencing error. The general statistics output showed an average sequence length of 104 bp 

and approximately 3.4 million sequences per isolate (Table 3). As we intended, the mean quality 

score was 25 (Figures 5 and 6) and the sequence length distribution ranged from 36 to 316 bp 

(Figure 7).  

 

 

 

Figure 3 – The average GC content – Raw data (Sourse: FastQC) 

Figura 4 - Sequence length distribution – Raw Data (Sourse: FastQC) 
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Table 3 - General statistics of the sequences after Trimommatic (Sourse: FastQC) 

Isolate ID Duplicate Reads (%) GC (%) Average Sequence Length (bp) Total Sequences 

6 25.5 63 105 3188931 

7 24.1 63 106 2180267 

8 19.2 63 99 999147 
 

9 20.9 63 102 1249731 
 

10 27.4 63 106 4035772 

11 26.5 62 103 4398157 

12 36.7 62 109 8193071 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figura 5 - Sequence Quality Histogram. Displays the mean quality value across 

each base position in the read – Data after Trimommatic (Sourse: FastQC) 
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Mapping our sequence data against the M. tuberculosis H37Rv genome (GenBank 

Accession NC_000962.3) was done with the intent of finding the optimum alignment position 

for each read and to quickly assemble and annotate the sequences. Fundamentally, mapping 

isolates were retained if quality degrees were achieved, and alternatively reads were excluded 

if they mapped to multiple locus in the genome.  

The overall alignment rate was greater than 98%, we achieved extensive genome 

coverage and the depth of coverage varied between isolates (Table 4). 

 

Figure 7 - Sequence lenght distribution – Data after Trimommatic 

(Sourse: FastQC) 

Figura 6 - Per sequence quality scores – Data after Trimommatic (Sourse: FastQC) 
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Table 4 - Statistical data of the alignment  

Isolate ID 
Total 

reads 

Mapped 

reads 

Overall 

alignment rate 

(%) 

Genome 

coverage 

(%) 

Average depth of 

coverage (x) 

6 1798786 1779812 98.95 98.90 47.08 

7 1297658 1284027 98.95 98.73 34.01 

8 654181 646927 98.89 98.21 15.61 

9 781347 770656 98.63 98.77 19.39 

10 2174481 2144724 98.63 98.88 57.99 

11 2340248 2304221 98.46 99.09 60.99 

12 3316799 3245901 97.86 99.44 93.95 

 

Genome coverage is the percentage of the reference genome that had at least one read 

mapped to it and is a representation of sequencing quality for each nucleotide sequenced, 

because if hundreds of fragments give the same signal for a specific position there is high 

confidence in that specific nucleotide call. Depth of coverage corresponds to the average 

number of reads mapped to each locus. The higher depth of coverage, the greater the confidence 

in the final results, as deep coverage helps differentiating sequencing errors from SNPs. Depth 

of coverage varies across genomes and is negatively affected by regions of high GC content 

and repetitive elements (70). 

The rigor of the alignment has a critical influence on the detection of variants, since 

SNP and genotype calling depend on the accuracy of the align reads and quality values (71). 

Structural variations are large structural alterations in the genomic DNA that are 

inherited and polymorphic. SVs are extremely diverse in type and size, are at least 50 bp long 

and are categorized as deletions, insertions, inversions, mobile-element transpositions, 

translocations, tandem repeats, and copy number variants. SVs can have a marked phenotypic 

effect, disrupting gene function and regulation or modifying gene dosage (72). SVs are studied 

in order to know the characterization of the copy, content and structure of genomic variants and 

to investigate their phenotypic impact (73). 

We identified a total of 6 SVs (Table 5). Categorized as deletions these variants ranged 

from 78 to 439 bp.  
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Table 5 - Structural variants 

1Relative to the genome position of M. tuberculosis H37Rv (GenBank Accession 

NC_000962.3) 

SR - Split-read support, SVTYPE – Structural Variant type, VAF - Variant allele frequency, 

RV – Reads supporting the variant, RR – Reads supporting the reference 

 

The allele frequency represents the incidence of a genetic variant in a population. 

Heterozygous loci are positions with evidence for more than one allele and are considered 

highly polymorphic positions (74) A position is called heterozygous when the less frequent 

allele is supported by at least 5 reads. 

Variant Allele Frequency (VAF) is the percentage of sequence reads that correspond to 

a specific variant divided by the overall coverage at a given locus. VAF is a measure of genetic 

diversity, wherein heterozygous loci are near 50%, homozygous loci correspond to 100%, and 

0% represents the reference loci. (75). On the initial determination we found SVs with VAF 

scores with discrepancies from these three expected values, they were discarded as they are 

regarded as dubious because they are considered to be potential errors due to incorrect base 

calls or alignment.  

Based on the VAF scores, SV03, SV05 and SV06 were in homozygous positions and 

SV01, SV03, SV04 were found in heterozygous positions. 

The genomic locations of the SVs were searched in the MycoBrowser database (76), we 

seeked to know the function of the genes in question and we looked for studies with mutants in 

these regions. 

All SVs were found in non-essential genes according to DeJesus et al. (77) (Table 6). 

 

SV ID Position1 Size (bp) SVTYPE SR RV RR VAF 

SV001 580615 180 DEL 7 7 11 0.61 

SV002 704269 78 DEL 10 0 10 1 

SV003 2133182 287 DEL 8 35 54 0.6 

SV004 3119994 439 DEL 9 7 6 0.46 

SV005 3194705 87 DEL 10 0 55 1 

SV006 4375625 84 DEL 10 0 12 1 
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Table 6 - SVs detected in each sample 

SV ID 
Isolate ID 

Locus1 
Gene 

Essentiality2 Product 
6 7 8 9 10 11 12 

SV001 x   x    Intergenic  - - 

SV002 x x x x x x x Rv0064 Non-essential3 Probable conserved 

transmembrane protein 

SV003       x 

Rv1882c 

and 

Rv1883c 

Non-essential 

Rv1882c: Probable short-chain 

type dehydrogenase/reductase 

Rv1883c: Conserved 

hypothetical protein 

SV004       x Intergenic - - 

SV005 x x x x x x x Rv2885c Non-essential Probable transposase 

SV006 x x x x x x x 
Rv3892c 

(PPE69) 
Non-essential PPE family protein PPE69 

x- SV detected in the sample 

1Relative to the genome position of M. tuberculosis H37Rv (GenBank Accession 

NC_000962.3) 

2Gene Essentiality according to DeJesus et al. (2017) using saturated Himar1 transposon 

libraries (77) 

3Non-essential gene by DeJesus et al. (77) and essential gene by Lamichhane et al. (78) 

 

SV01 and SV04 were variants located in intergenic regions. SV01 was amongst senX3 

and regX3 genes and SV04 was located in the middle of Rv2813 and Rv2814c loci. 

SV02 was a 78 bp deletion located on the Rv0064 gene, common to all isolates. Rv0064 

encodes for a probable conserved transmembrane protein and was considered to be positioned 

in a hot spot region of the M. tuberculosis genome, which is considered a region with high 

frequency of variants (79). 

SV03, a 287 bp deletion, was found on the Rv1882c and Rv1883c loci and was only 

present in isolate 12. Rv1882c codes for a probable short-chain type dehydrogenase/reductase 

involved in the intermediary metabolism and respiration, and Rv1883c’s product is a conserved 

hypothetical protein without known function (76). 

Rv1883c was found deleted in isoniazid-resistant M. tuberculosis mutants derived from 

four strains and the deletion was said to have a negative impact in the intracellular growth and 

showed varying sensitivities concerning oxidative stress (80). 
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The disruption of the Rv1882c and Rv1883c genes confer advantages for in vitro growth 

of H37Rv (77). 

SV05 was an 87 bp deletion identified in all the isolates and located in the Rv2885c 

locus. Rv2885c codes for a transposase in the IS1539 insertion sequence that is essential for in 

vivo survival (81) 

The 84 bp deletion SV06 located in the Rv3892c locus, was discovered in all the 

isolates. This locus codes for the PPE69 protein, member of the M. tuberculosis PPE family of 

conserved proteins (76). PPE69 protein was associated with the cell wall and cell processes 

functional category (82). PPE69 was detected in or on the mycobacterial membrane and/or cell 

wall suggesting that its specific function may be dependent on cell wall or extracellular location 

(83) In a study to analyze the variation dynamics of the M. tuberculosis genome, PPE69 was 

designated to be a gene involved in strain-specific deletions in a Haarlem strain. (84) PPE69 

was associated with ESX‐2 type VII secretion system, which may not be functional in M. 

tuberculosis (85). 

Although we used DELLY, the SVs detection had limitations due to the fact that our 

dataset was constituted of single-end DNA reads, therefore there was no paired-end support 

corroborating our results. Alone, split-read analysis has a weakness for the detection of small 

SVs and SVs in unique genomic regions. In addition, there is a lack of sensitivity to determine 

certain classes of SVs, such as tandem duplications, inversions, translocations (86). 

It must also be noted that is much more difficult to detect SVs than SNPs or small indels. 

Sequencing and mapping errors can confuse the patterns created by the SVs because the patterns 

produced by the SVs can be very similar, and multiple SVs can overlap, creating complex 

mapping patterns (72).  

Another limitation of the SV detection is the fact that is complicated to identify SVs 

accurately from short DNA sequence reads from next-generation DNA sequencing as each read 

may not comprise an entire SV, seeing that it can extend a large part of a read or can be larger 

than the read itself.  

These limitations could be overcome using de novo assembly methods or third-

generation sequencing (TGS) technology because TGS produce single-end reads with read 

length up to thousands bp (87). 

Variant calling was performed to obtain information on the positions of the genetic 

variants and their corresponding genotypes. 

We obtained a total of 1029 high quality SNPs, from which we identified 262 

synonymous (sSNPs), 482 non-synonymous (nsSNPs) and 104 intergenic SNPs (Table 7). 
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Table 7 – Number and type of variants identified 

Type of variant No. 

Synonymous variants (sSNPs) 262 

Missense variant 412 

Intergenic variant 104 

Frameshift variant 65 

Disruptive in-frame insertion 2 

Disruptive in-frame deletion 3 

Splice region variant & stop retained variant 1 

Stop gained 5 

Stop lost & splice region variant 1 

 

Missense, frameshift, disruptive in-frame deletions and insertions, and stop gained, are 

all nsSNPs. 

The analysis identified more nsSNPs than sSNPs. nsSNPs account for more than two 

thirds of SNPs in MTBC, which goes against normal sSNPs predominance, like in other 

organisms. nsSNPs should be naturally removed from the population by purifying selection 

because they are on average slightly deleterious, but surprisingly that does not occur on the 

MTBC.  

Fleischmann et al. sequenced the complete genome of the M. tuberculosis clinical strain 

CDC1551 and performed a whole-genome comparison with H37Rv strain in order to identify 

polymorphic sequences. The author concluded that the substitution ratio observed in M. 

tuberculosis indicated that extra selective pressure is present on synonymous substitutions or 

there is reduced selective pressure against nonsynonymous mutations. That could be caused by 

codon bias that aims to maintain a high G/C content and thus limiting the number of 

synonymous substitutions, or as a result of M. tuberculosis’ low recombination frequency (88) 

Other explanation for this unusual finding was the effect of the MTBC’s short 

evolutionary age and very rapid expansion in population size, so that there has not passed 

sufficient evolutionary time to permit the loss of deleterious mutations by purifying selection 

(89).  

Later in 2008, Hershberg et al. evaluated the synonymous and nonsynonymous MTBC 

differences in 89 genes and did genome-wide pairwise comparison between M. tuberculosis 

H37Rv and M. tuberculosis H37Ra, M. tuberculosis F11, M. tuberculosis CDC1551, M. bovis 
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and M. bovis BCG Pasteur 1173P2 to obtain the number of synonymous and nonsynonymous 

differences for all orthologs protein pairs across the genome. Results showed more 

nonsynonymous than synonymous differences. The author concluded that the reduced natural 

selection resulted from high clonality, that is, the absence of horizontal gene exchange, and due 

to the serial transmission bottlenecks, which occurs because only a few individual pathogens 

are transmitted from one infected host to another in the initiation of a new infection, that is 

characteristic of the MTBC. Also mentioned that these factors tend to reduce an organism's 

effective population size. (90) 

From the list of SNPs, we excluded the variants in common with the reference and 

analyzed 17 SNPs that differentiated the isolates (Table 8) 

The genomic positions of the SNPs were searched using the MycoBrowser database 

(76), we sought to know the function of the genes in question and we looked for studies on 

mutants in those loci. 

 

Table 8 - SNPs diferentiating each isolate 

SNP ID Position1 
Locus 

(gene) 

AA 

exchange 
SNP type 

Gene 

Essentiality2 
Product Function 

Isolate ID 

9 11 6 8 12 7 10 

SNP001 725107 
Rv0631c 

(recC) 
- 

Frameshift 

variant 
Non-essential 

Probable exonuclease V (gamma 

chain) RecC 

(exodeoxyribonuclease V gamma 

chain)(exodeoxyribonuclease V 

polypeptide) 

Involved in homologous 

recombination 
x 

      

SNP002 819128 Rv0726c Trp171STOP Stop gained Non-essential 
Possible S-adenosylmethionine-

dependent methyltransferase 

Exhibits S-adenosyl-L-

methionine-dependent 

methyltransferase activity 

   
x x x x 

SNP003 1146655 Rv1025 Pro32Leu 
Missense 

variant 
Essential Conserved protein Unknown x x x x 

  
x 

SNP004 1510652 
Rv1345 

(mbtM) 
Gly458Arg 

Missense 

variant 
Non-essential 

Probable fatty acyl-AMP ligase 

MbtM 

Thought to be involved in 

the biogenesis of the 

hydroxyphenyloxazoline-

containing siderophore 

mycobactins 

  
x 

    

SNP005 1707310 Rv1515c Leu73 
Synonymous 

variant 
Non-essential Conserved hypothetical protein Unknown 

      
x 

SNP006 1894300 Rv1668c Pro348fs 
Frameshift 

variant 
Non-essential 

Probable first part of macrolide-

transport ATP-binding protein 

ABC transporter 

Responsible for energy 

coupling to the transport 

system of macrolide 

antibiotics resistance by an 

export mechanism.  

x 
      

SNP007 2266553 Rv2020c 
silent 

(Ser56) 

Synonymous 

variant 
Non-essential3 Conserved hypothetical protein Unknown x x 

 
x 
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SNP008 2266583 Rv2020c Glu46Asp 
Missense 

variant 
Non-essential3 Conserved hypothetical protein Unknown x x 

 
x 

   

SNP009 2266604 Rv2020c 
silent 

(Ser39) 

Synonymous 

variant 
Non-essential3 Conserved hypothetical protein Unknown x x x x x 

  

SNP010 2266624 Rv2020c Leu33Ile 
Missense 

variant 
Non-essential3 Conserved hypothetical protein Unknown x x x x x 

  

SNP011 2930919 Rv2603c Gly214 
Synonymous 

variant 
Non-essential Highly conserved protein Unknown 

   
x 

   

SNP012 2948752 Rv2622 Gly39 
Synonymous 

variant 
Non-essential 

Possible methyltransferase 

(methylase) 

Intermediary in metabolism 

and respiration 

 
x x x x x x 

SNP013 3194705 Rv2885c - 
Frameshift 

variant 
Non-essential Probable transposase 

Required for the 

transposition of the insertion 

element IS1539 

x x x 
    

SNP014 3311572 Rv2958c Gly143 
Synonymous 

variant 
Non-essential3 Possible glycosyl transferase 

Probably involved in cellular 

metabolism and in resistance 

to killing by human 

macrophages 

 
x x x x x x 

SNP015 3415180 - - Intergenic - - - 
 

x 
  

x x x 

SNP016 3564391 Rv3195 Leu10Met 
Missense 

variant 
Non-essential Conserved hypothetical protein Unknown 

    
x 

 
x 

SNP017 3964383 - - Intergenic - - - 
   

x 
 

x x 

1Relative to the genome position of M. tuberculosis H37Rv (GenBank Accession 

NC_000962.3) 

2Gene essentiality- according to DeJesus et al. (2017) using saturated Himar1 transposon 

libraries (77) 

3Non-essential gene by DeJesus et al. (77) and essential gene by Sassetti et al. (81) 

 

We detected a frameshift SNP, SNP001, in recC (Rv0631c). recC codes for a probable 

exonuclease V and is a member of the “information pathways” group, which are genes involved 

in replication, repair and transcription of nucleic acid. During survival in the human 

macrophages, M. tuberculosis actively increases the transcription of several genes, and 

Rv0631c (recC) was found upregulated. Rv0631c (recC)  is known to be involved in 

homologous recombination and was related to the path of SOS response mechanism of drug 

resistance (91) 
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SNP002 resulted in a premature stop codon, leading to a shortened transcript. This 

variant was found in the Rv0726c gene which is associated with M. tuberculosis growth and 

with the biosynthesis of cell wall lipids (92) 

SNP003 caused a Pro32Leu change and was present in isolates 6, 8, 9, 10 and 11. This 

variant was located in Rv1025. Several studies revealed that Rv1025 is an essential gene for in 

vitro growth (77) (93) (94) whose product is a conserved protein. 

The missense SNP004 was located in the mbtM (Rv1345) gene. mbtM (Rv1345) was 

assumed to be a slow growth mutant by Himar1-based transposon mutagenesis in H37Rv strain 

(94). mbtM (Rv1345) encodes a probable fatty acyl-AMP ligase MbtM thought to be involved 

in the biogenesis of the hydroxyphenyloxazoline-containing siderophore mycobactins. 

Mycobacterial siderophores are critical components for bacterial virulence in the host and this 

system is believed to be utilized for iron acquisition in iron-limiting environments (95). mbtM 

(Rv1345) codes for a protein associated to immunological or pathogenetic features of M. 

tuberculosis infection (96) 

SNP005 was a synonymous variant in the Rv1515c gene. Rv1515c encodes for a 

conserved hypothetical protein with unknown function. With the intention to show that the 

combination of cysteine with isoniazid prevented the formation of drug-tolerant and drug-

resistant cells in M. tuberculosis cultures, the expression of several genes was studied. Among 

others, Rv1515c’s expression was repressed upon addition of cysteine to INH-treated M. 

tuberculosis cultures (97) Rv1515c gene was acquired via horizontal gene transfer associated 

with the emergence of pathogenesis in M. tuberculosis (98) 

Arising as a frameshift variant, SNP006, was situated in Rv1668c gene. Rv1668c is 

thought to be responsible for energy coupling the transport system involved in active transport 

of macrolide across the membrane, conferring macrolide antibiotics resistance by an export 

mechanism (99) 

In the Rv2020c gene we spotted SNP007, SNP008, SNP09 and SNP010. SNP007 and 

SNP09 were synonymous variants, and SNP008 and SNP010 were non-synonymous. Rv2020c 

encodes for a conserved hypothetical protein with no known function and was found in the gene 

cluster of Zone-4 (Cell Wall, Cell Processes, and metabolism) on the gene expression map. 

(100) 

SNP011 lied on gene Rv2603c. Rv2603c is codes for a highly conserved protein without 

known function. It is considered an essential gene for in vitro growth of H37Rv, by Himar1 

transposon mutagenesis Griffin et al. (93). The crtP locus, from Rv2606c to Rv2603c, 

supposedly has a role in mechanisms of protection from the stresses of the intraphagosomal 

environment in M. tuberculosis (101) 

Common to all isolate, except for isolate 9, SNP0012 was a synonymous variant found 

in Rv2622. Rv2622 encodes for a possible methyltransferase that was identified in the cell 

membrane fraction of M. tuberculosis H37Rv (102). Rv2622 was considered to be a TB 

reactivation-associated antigen which induced differentiate and high IFN-γ production response 

in infected individuals in a long-term stimulation (103). 
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We located the SNP013, which was a frameshift variant, in the Rv2885c locus. 

Rv2885c codes for a transposase in the IS1539 insertion sequence that is essential for in vivo 

survival (81) 

SNP014 was present in isolates 6, 7, 8, 10, 11 and 12 and was in Rv2958c. Studies showed 

that Rv2958c exhibited immunogenicity, was related to virulence (104) and demonstrated 

essentiality for growth, metabolism and cell wall synthesis. Rv2958c recombinant protein 

shown to exhibit high specificity and sensitivity in detecting immunoglobulin G antibody, 

notably was able to recognize TB‐positive sera and was believed to be a valuable potential 

diagnostic antigen for TB. (105) 

In vitro growth of H37Rv is actually enhanced when the Rv2020c and Rv2958c genes are 

disrupted by transposon insertion (77) 

SNP016 missense variant was in Rv3195. Rv3195 was associated with resistance to 

mefloquine when overexpressed (106) 

Understanding the types of strains and lineages of M. tuberculosis circulating in a country 

is very important for the TB control.  

To portray the population structure of the 7 M. tuberculosis isolates, we performed in silico 

Spoligotyping (Table 9). Both the spoligotypes and lineages were inferred using SITVIT2 

database (65) 

 

Table 9 - In silico spoligotyping 

Isolate ID 
Spoligotype – Octal 

code 

Spoligo Internacional Type 

(SIT) 
Subfamily/Clade 

6 777777777760771 53 T1 

7 775777777760771 966 T1 

8 777777777660771 167 T1 

9 777777775760771 122 T1 

10 777777777760771 53 T1 

11 777777777760771 53 T1 

12 777777777760771 53 T1 

 

Our results showed a moderate level of diversity of genotypes, taking into account the 

small size of the cluster, with 4 SITs discovered. All the different spoligotype patterns pointed 

out corresponded to a pre-existing type in the SITVIT2 database.  
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The predominant spoligotype pattern designated was SIT53, followed by SIT966, SIT167 

and SIT122. The isolates were all appointed to be part of the T1 family. The T1 family belongs 

to the ill-defined T sub-lineage constituent of the Euro-American lineage.  

Despite the fact that no specific spoligotypes were found with a robust local 

phylogeographical specificity, it is know that SIT53, which is the phylogenetic prototype of the 

T family, is broadly disseminated around the world (107). T is the most prevalent spoligotype 

family in Northern, Southern and Western Europe (108)  

The Euro-American lineage is the most benign in terms of frequency and severity of TB 

(109). In Latvia the majority of M. tuberculosis isolates belonged to the Euro-American lineage 

(110) and T is one of the main spoligotype families in Riga (111) 

Comas et al. 2009 revealed that Spoligotyping was not a phylogenetically robust marker 

because it showed high rates of convergent evolution and could not define phylogenetic 

relationships between strain groupings. This is explained by the fact that the spacers used in 

spoligotyping exhibit homoplasy, that is, independent mutational events that result in the loss 

of the same spacer. Which ultimately results in unrelated strains that belong to different 

evolutionary lineages to have identical patterns spoligotypes. Although Comas et al. 2009 did 

not considered spoligotyping to be a reliable tool for formal phylogenetic analyses, the author 

mentioned that specific patterns could be informative for population genetic analyses, for 

example, for the Beijing lineage that has a characteristic loss of 34 spacers. (37). 

Kato-Maeda et al. studied the accuracy of Spoligotyping in strain classification using 

lineage specific-LSP/SNP. Results showed that spoligotyping was informative, classified the 

M. tuberculosis isolates into the main strain lineages in 95% of cases and there was no evidence 

of convergent spoligotypes (when isolates with the same spoligotype belong to different 

lineages). Very importantly, it is elucidated that spoligotype families are sub-lineages within 

the main lineages defined by SNPs and that is not possible to compare the results from both 

genetic markers because the spoligotype families and the corresponding SNP-based lineages 

are not ‘phylogenetically equivalent’, as they do not define the same branches of the M. 

tuberculosis phylogeny. Spoligotyping provided additional resolution within the lineages, 

nevertheless this study was not representative of the global diversity of M. tuberculosis as it did 

not include all the lineages of M. tuberculosis, only 3 lineages were studied. (112) 

 

From the list of high-quality SNPs, eleven of them, 3 synonymous and 8 non-synonymous, 

were phylogenetically informative markers (Table 10). The SNPs were equally present in all 

the isolates.  
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Table 10 – Phylogenetically informative SNPs 

Position1 Gene (Locus) AA Exchange Type of SNP Sub-lineage 

7585 gyrA (Rv0006) Ser95Thr Missense H37Rv ATCC  

62657 dnaB (Rv0058) silent (Pro754) Synonymous 4.1 (X-type) 

107794 fcoT (Rv0098) silent (Ala65) Synonymous 4.1.2.1 (Haarlem) 

491591 fgd1 (Rv0407) Lys270Met(s) Missense Haarlem 

575679 mshA (Rv0486) Asn111Ser Missense Haarlem 

648990 mgtA (Rv0557) Arg152Pro Missense Haarlem 

765150 rpoC (Rv0668) Gly594Glu Missense 4.1 (X-type) 

891756 cfp29 (Rv0798c) Leu(s)172Leu Synonymous 4.1.2 

2053987 mgtC (Rv1811) Arg182His Missense Haarlem 

4239298 aftA (Rv3792) Ala456Val Missense 4.1.2.1 (Haarlem) 

4242803 embC (Rv3793) Val(s)981Leu Missense Haarlem 

1Relative to the genome position of M. tuberculosis H37Rv (GenBank Accession 

NC_000962.3) 

 

The non-synonymous Ser95Thr change in gyrA (Rv0006) was assumed to be a 

phylogenetically informative mutation for H37Rv ATCC and the missense mutation Asn111Ser 

in mshA (Rv0486) was mention as being specific for the Haarlem sub-lineage (113) 

As determined by Coll et al., Leu(s)172Leu in cfp29 (Rv0798c) is phylogenetically 

informative for lineage 4.1.2., both the silent mutation Pro754 in dnaB (Rv0058) and the non-

synonymous Gly594Glu variant in rpoC (Rv0668) are specific for Lineage 4.1 (X-type). The 

synonymous SNP Ala65 in fcoT (Rv0098) and the Ala456Val change in aftA (Rv3792) are 

considered phylogenetically informative SNPs for the 4.1.2.1 (Haarlem) lineage. (25) 

In a population based study, with MTBC strains from Sierra Leone, with the purpose to 

determine the genetic basis of first line drug resistance, the sequence analyses of embC revealed 

a mutation in embC Val(s)981Leu which was described to being specific for the Haarlem 

genotype (114)  

In a study about the performance of sequence based analysis for discriminatory 

phylogenetic classification of clinical MTBC isolates using de novo sequencing, it was 

demonstrated that the occurrence of the non-synonymous variants Arg182His in mgtC 
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(Rv1811), the Arg152Pro in mgtA (Rv0557) and the Lys270Met(s) mutation in fgd1 (Rv0407) 

were correlated with the phylogenetic strain classification of Haarlem sub-lineage. (52) 

WGS enabled us to do a more robust genomic characterization of the studied isolates. 

Coll et al. 2014 investigated the use of SNPs as robust markers for the genetic variation of M. 

tuberculosis, and like never done before, the list of 62 SNPs to distinguish strains of M. 

tuberculosis covered all main lineages and classified a greater number of sub-lineages. (25) 

We searched for lineage-specific SNPs and we classified the 7 isolates within the Euro-

American lineage and in sub-lineage 4.1.2.1 (Haarlem). 

With the intention of predicting drug resistance of the isolates solely from the WGS 

genotypic data, we relied on the accurate characterization of all sequence variants and we 

searched for variants in genes known to be related to phenotypic antibiotic resistance.  

We found the Asp461Asn mutation in gyrB (Rv0005) in all the isolates. This SNP was 

listed as a high confidence SNP associated with fluoroquinolones resistance (115) The 

substitutions Ser95Thr, Glu21Gln and Gly668Asp in gyrA were common to all isolates. These 

substitutions are neutral polymorphisms not associated with FQ resistance (116) (117). 

We considered the isolates to be susceptible to all the anti-TB drugs since this analysis 

was performed in silico and we lacked Drug Susceptibility Test results. 

We defined our cases as being part of a household transmission cluster. A household is 

defined as a group of people, often a family, that live together within one residence and a 

household outbreak is established when a group of two or more cases occur exclusively in one 

house during the study period. 

A prolonged stay in the same house and the duration of living in the community were 

associated with TB transmission. It was shown that there is an increased change of acquiring 

TB when there is a high effective contact rate due to prolonged and persistent exposure to M. 

tuberculosis (118) 

Transmission events are primarily assessed through identification of clusters, which 

consist of shared M. tuberculosis genotypes among the TB patients. Clusters are often used as 

a representative for recent transmission (119) (120) 

Fundamentally, over time and in a constant pace a strain will acquire new SNPs and 

will retain existing ones, and throughout the chain of transmission the existing SNPs will be 

passed on and new ones will eventually arise, accumulating in the direction of transmission 

(121). However, the molecular evolution of M. tuberculosis was characterized by periods of 

relative genomic stability followed by bursts of mutation (122) 

Several authors have studied the inclusion thresholds for epidemiological linkage. With 

the intention of revealing the strain microevolution of isolates of the Harlingen outbreak, 

Schurch et al. 2010 found differences of 0–3 SNPs between isolates. (123). Bryant and Schürch 

made an attempt to estimate a molecular clock for M. tuberculosis by sequencing 199 isolates 

from epidemiologically linked TB cases, collected in the Netherlands over a period of almost 

16 years. Results shown an average mutation rate of 0.3  SNPs per genome per year (124). From 

a retrospective study of TB outbreaks, Walker et al. 2013 derived that a cut-off fewer than six 

javascript:;
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SNPs is key to discriminate between TB patients who have suspected transmission and more 

than 12 SNPs to consider the cases unrelated (45) 

Although we did not have contact tracing information or any relevant epidemiologic 

data to draw strong links, we were able to make some assumptions about the chain of 

transmission by analyzing both phylogenetic trees based on the SNP data of the isolates and the 

dates of samples collection.  

Adopting the criteria defined by Walker et al. 2013, we concluded that the isolates were 

all clustered using the cut-off of 12 SNPs (Figure 8) and, employing the 5 SNPs threshold we 

divided the cases into two sub-clusters. One sub-cluster was considered to be formed by isolates 

9, 6 and 11, and on the other sub-cluster we included isolates 12, 7 and 10. Isolate 8 was not 

included in neither of the subclusters because it had 6 SNPs difference between each sub-

cluster. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Each isolate from the study was represented by a node and the lengths of the branches indicate 

the SNP distance between isolates. The internal nodes in the tree represent the divergence of 

the isolates. The bootstrap values (%) were assigned to each internal node in the original tree 

and represents the number of times that the branch pattern of that node was reproduced in the 

replicate trees.  

 

The sub-clusters defined could be also correlated in terms of temporal patterns, as 

samples from cases 9, 11 and 6 were collected in 2006, 2009 and 2010, respectively, and isolates 

12, 7 and 10 corresponded to 2011, 2010 and 2016. 

To assign the index case of the cluster, we included the dates of sample collection. The 

index case was assumed to be patient ValP (isolate 9) because was the one that had the earliest 

sample collection, in 2006. Contradictorily, the earliest identified case is not necessarily the 

Figure 8 – Philogenetic tree of the Household Cluster 
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first source of transmission. Delays in the propitious diagnosis of TB may occur due to 

differences in health care-seeking behavior, difficulties in accessing health services and lack of 

symptoms (125). However, when analyzing the phylogenetic tree, isolate 9 was in the most 

basal position and near the common ancestor. All subsequently identified cases were defined 

as secondary cases. 

Two patients, KP and VilP, had two samples collected at different times. 

Recurrent episodes of TB are classified either as relapses or re-infections. A re-infection 

implies ongoing transmission and lack of immunity to the fight the newly infecting strain or 

high intensity of exposure. A relapse is suggestive of inadequate or insufficient treatment. (126)  

So that it was possible to make a distinction between relapse or re-infection it was 

necessary to quantify the genomic differences between isolates from the first and the recurrent 

episodes and take under consideration the time passed between cases.  

Isolates 11 and 12 were from patient KP, had 6 SNPs difference and were collected with 

a time gap of 2 years. 6 and 10 belonged to VilP, showed a genetic difference of 9 SNPs and 

were collected almost 6 years apart (Table 11).  

There is no standard genomic distance to differentiate between relapses and re-

infections. 

 

Table 11 - Recurent cases 

Patient Isolate ID Time between dates of sample collection (years) 
No. SNPs 

difference 

KP 

11 

2 6 
12 

VilP 

6 
5 9 

10 

Number of SNPs distance between isolates and time between date of collection in the patients 

with more than one specimen from the same episode of disease or from a relapse.  

 

Bryant et al. considered a case as relapse if the recurrent isolates had a maximum 

genomic distance of 0–6 SNPs and mentions that cases were re-infections when they had more 

than 1306 SNPs separating each case. (127) 

Guerra-Assunção et al. 2015 (128) tried to classified the recurrent cases of TB in a 

Malawian cohort, defining them as relapses if they differed by less than 10 SNPs from the initial 
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strain, and in another study  (129) classified recurrent cases as re-infections with a cut-off of 

more than 100 SNPs.  

 

 

When looking at the maximum likelihood phylogenic tree (Figure 11), the groups of 

isolates, 6 and 10, and 11 and 12, were too separated from each other and did not form a 

monophyletic group.  

We assumed that these cases were re-infections caused by the same strain that infected 

the rest of the patients in the household because the genetic difference and the temporal interval 

between infections was too substantial to a possible endogenous reactivation of the disease. The 

patients lived in the same house which is consistent with a high intensity of exposure to TB.  

This method is not that straightforward and has several limitations, and the foremost 

obstacle being the fact that it is possible to be re-infected with a genetically identical strain 

(121). 

Genome sequencing allowed us to determine SNPs, distinguish between isolates and 

identify a transmission cluster. Even so, the SNPs were not specific as each SNP was present 

in any of the isolates (Table 8) so we could not infer the chain of transmission with certainty. 

Yet, assuming that ValP (isolate 9) was the index case, we could state that he transmitted TB 

to KP (isolate 11), then to VilP (isolate 6) and years later to OP (isolate 8). Patient KP (isolate 

12) was re-infected probably in the course of VilP’s infection. Later on, MP (isolate 7) was 

infected and VilP (isolate 10) got re-infected.  

We lacked epidemiologic data to infer conclusions with certainty. Medical history, 

demographic data, socio-economic status, occupation, history of TB treatment, laboratory 

testing, treatment regimens and treatment outcomes, drug susceptibility testing results, size and 

composition of the household, contact tracing and investigation would have key information to 

unravel this chain of transmission.  

Figure 9 - Maximum likelihood phylogenetic inference tree (Sourse: iTOL) 
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4 Conclusion  

Genome sequencing and subsequent analysis made it possible to determine SNPs and SVs, 

distinguish between isolates and identify a transmission cluster. 

Six SVs were found but several limitations arose, such as not having paired-end support 

because the data was composed by single-end reads, the complex patterns originated by the SVs 

could have generated sequencing and mapping errors, and the short DNA reads may have not 

comprised an entire SV. The method used was considered error-prone and had low sensitivity. 

We detected 1029 high-quality SNPs, from which 17 differentiated the studied isolates. 

Even so, the SNPs were not specific as each SNP was present in any of the isolates, not allowing 

us to infer unambiguously a chain of transmission.  

In relation to strain classification, based on in silico Spoligotyping the isolates belonged to 

the T1 sub-family. The method used is subject to error because the spoligotype patterns were 

predicted from the sequencing reads instead of the standard PCR-based approach. 

When employing the list of phylogenetic specific SNPs, the studied strain was determined 

to be part of the Haarlem sub-lineage. 

We searched for polymorphisms in gene associated with drug resistance, but the SNPs 

present in the isolates were not robust, therefore the isolates were considered to be susceptible 

to all anti-tuberculosis drugs.  

The two recurrent cases, from patients KP and VilP, were defined as re-infections due to 

the large temporal gap and the number of SNPs differentiating the first and second isolates from 

each patient. This method is not that straightforward, has several limitations, and the foremost 

obstacle being the fact that it is possible to be re-infected with a genetically identical strain. The 

existence of re-infection cases leads to believe that the patients were highly exposed, there was 

continuous transmission and they could have had low immunity to fight the bacteria.  

We generated hypotheses in order to establish the routes of transmission. Phylogenetic 

analysis was carried out to follow the evolution of the strain, as it made it possible to compare 

the final genotypic data and to examine the genetic changes between the isolates. We used a 12 

SNP cut-off we delineated the household transmission cluster and with a threshold of 5 SNP 

we separated the isolates in two subclusters. Nevertheless, even with WGS’ high-resolution, 

the route of transmission within this household was unclear.  

The present work was the perfect example to show that the molecular epidemiology data 

needs to be combined with classical epidemiology methods and clinical information to 

effectively investigate TB outbreaks. 

 

 

https://www.powerthesaurus.org/unambiguous/synonyms
https://www.powerthesaurus.org/subject_to_error/synonyms
https://www.powerthesaurus.org/threshold/synonyms
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